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NEW QUESTION: 1
A cloud architect is tasked with designing a sin gle blueprint
solution to reduce vRealize Automation blueprint spr awl caused
by large numbers of virtual machine (VM) templates.
What should the architect do to achieve the desired results?
A. Set VM template values to _ clonefrom and _ clonefromid
dynamically for the b lueprint a t an a p propriat e Event
Broker state, based on user inputs.
B. Create custom properties CloneFrom and CloneFromID in the
business group for group-specific default values for a VM
template and let the blueprint creator overwrite these custom
properties in the blueprint appropriately.
C. Set only VM template value to _ clonefrom dynamically at an
appropriate Event Broker state, based on user inputs.

D. Creat e a custom property CloneFrom in the business g roup
for the group-specific default value for a VM template and let
the blueprint creator overwrite this custom property in the
blueprin t approp riat ely.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following data transfers will retain the current
NTFS permissions of a file?
A. Moving the file to a different location on a different
volume
B. Moving the file to a different location on the same volume
C. Copying the file to a different location on the same volume
D. Copying the file to a different location on a different
volume
Answer: B
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